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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Taman Embung Senja has potency as a new tourism destination. The 

potencies are the Embung that already gain attention from visitors and 

sightseeing panorama of sunset in Taman Embung Senja. Then, attraction such as 

fishing, take some photos, riding a duck boat and playing swing. Taman Embung 

Senja that also have public facilities like parking area, toilets, canteen, praying 

area, trash bin, and library. Taman Embung Senja also provides good 

accessibility and infrastructure toward destination to make visitors easy to get to 

the location, approach by riding private transportation. Provide basic 

infrastructure like road make well impact access road to reach the destination 

easily and also there are one lodging and restaurants near the location which can 

support tourism. Although there are problems like the condition road when 

heading Taman Embung Senja, so far the local government already launch road 

repairs to facilitate access to Taman Embung Senja to make the visitors more 

easily for come to this destination. 

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the result of The Potency Taman Embung Senja as New Tourism 

Destination in Musi Banyuasin, the writer would like to give some suggestion as 

follows:  

1.  For the Local Government that can accelerate the construction of roads 

leading to Taman Embung Senja because the faster the road construction is 

carried out, the easier it is for visitors to come to Taman Embung Senja. 

2.  For the management of Taman Embung Senja that can develop Taman 

Embung Senja by increasing the number of fleets from duck boat so that the 

visitors who come do not wait for long time, add some seating for visitors and 

also can add some attractions that visitors can do while on Taman Embung Senja. 
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3.  For the management of Taman Embung Senja can pay more attention to the 

cleanliness of Taman Embung Senja by adding more trash bins so that visitors 

can dispose of their trash in its place. 

4.  For the management of Taman Embung Senja that to increase the security in 

there either in the parking area or in the various spot of attractions to make the 

visitors feel more secure when they do the tour.   
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